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Abstract

Most �nancial and economic time-series display a strong volatility around their trends.

The di¢ culty in explaining this volatility has led economists to interpret it as exogenous,

i.e., as the result of forces that lie outside the scope of the assumed economic relations.

Consequently, it becomes hard or impossible to formulate short-run forecasts on asset

prices or on values of macroeconomic variables. However, many random looking economic

and �nancial series may, in fact, be subject to deterministic irregular behavior, which can

be measured and modelled. We address the notion of endogenous volatility and exemplify

the concept with a simple business-cycles model.

Keywords: Endogenous volatility, Volatility clustering, Nonlinear dynamics, Chartists
and fundamentalists, Periodicity and chaos, Business cycles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The forces that shape the evolution of a price or the motion in time of a given real variable

are so many that economists are often faced with a sentiment of frustration. No matter

how much we know about the way markets are organized, or about the relative weight

of each market participant, or even about the intrinsic complexity governing the relations

between agents, we will never be able to accurately understand how economic and �nancial

variables will evolve in the near future. This implies that there is a random component

underlying this evolution. The future always brings unexpected events, introducing un-

certainty into the economic environment and an impossibility of exactly knowing what the

next movement of, e.g., an asset price or an interest rate, will be.

A fundamental question is whether the observed volatility is entirely associated to

unpredictable events or if there is a more or less signi�cant part of this volatility that is

endogenous, emerging from the type of relation that is established between the relevant

economic or �nancial variables. The answer to this question has huge practical implica-

tions - endogenous volatility will correspond to the predictable component of the observed

�uctuations; if we can discern this, we will be able to isolate a smaller component of

true unpredictability and, in this way, mitigate the uncertainty associated with the time

trajectory of the variable(s) under consideration.

The observation of the behavior through time of some economic aggregates provides

an indication that, e¤ectively, some of the displayed volatility is endogenous. For instance,

Mandelbrot (1963) has identi�ed the presence of �volatility clustering�in the evolution of

prices. Under volatility clustering, periods of large volatility alternate with periods of small

changes in prices of commodities and assets. The existence of this type of phenomena was

pervasively recognized in the academic profession and it begun to be modelled resorting

to statistical models of the ARCH type [Engle (1982), Bollerslev (1986)]. These models

allow to describe the data but do not explain why volatility clustering is, in fact, observed

in many �nancial and economic time series. The referred phenomenon must be associated

with some kind of endogeneity, in the sense that if the volatility was purely random, it

would not display any type of regularity, as the one just described.

As Adrangi et al. (2010) refer, many random looking time series may contain deter-

ministic �uctuations and the state of the scienti�c knowledge allows, at the present, to

conduct some analyses in order to distinguish what is endogenous from what is purely ran-

dom or �noise�. Unfortunately, many of the undertaken studies so far are not completely

conclusive; we will get back to this idea in the beginning of section 3.

We will be concerned with endogenous volatility essentially at two levels: policy im-

plications and possible theoretical approaches. If we accept the intuition that observed

�uctuations are, at least partially, endogenous, we can open the door to short-run pre-

dictability. A stochastic / random time series is completely unpredictable; if the �uctu-

ations are deterministic, on the other hand, even when they are irregular the possibility

to forecast future values with accuracy exists if one is able to fully understand the law
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of motion governing the relation between endogenous variables. Deterministic cycles may

be periodic, of any possible periodicity, or completely a-periodic, i.e., we may have en-

dogenous irregular �uctuations which can be associated with the notion of chaos. Chaotic

time series, that we will address with some detail in section 2, are characterized by being

deterministic (and, thus, full predictability exists) but also by being subject to sensitive

dependence on initial conditions (SDIC), what means that even if we are in the possession

of the actual law of motion governing the economic or �nancial relation, we can radically

fail in providing good forecasts on future values of the series, namely if an error occurs

in understanding the initial state of the system; even the slightest di¤erence in initial

conditions leads to a complete divergence of the considered orbits.

From the theoretical perspective, we will be concerned with emphasizing the idea that

a simple nonlinear dynamic relation is capable of generating endogenous cycles. The only

pre-requisite for these cycles to emerge is, in fact, the lack of linearity. Noticing that the

reality is complex and that most of the relations in the �nancial and economic realms are

necessarily nonlinear, we infer that endogenous volatility is not di¢ cult to explain from a

theoretical point of view. This is the strong idea that the paper explores, �rst by surveying

theory and applications in this �eld of study and, in a second stage, by illustrating the

presence of endogenous cycles in a macroeconomic business cycles model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the most mean-

ingful notions on nonlinear dynamics. Section 3 describes some of the recent applications

on economics and �nance. In section 4, an illustration is explored; this illustration relates

to a business cycles macro model, relatively to which we can address the dynamics of the

in�ation rate. Section 5 concludes.

2 THE THEORY OF NONLINEAR DYNAMICS

Economic relations are typically addressed in a multi-period framework. What has hap-

pened in the past has an impact on today�s economic activity and current events shape

future time paths. Moreover, past expectations on today�s outcomes and current expecta-

tions about future outcomes are, most of the times, present in this dynamic interpretation

of the observed reality. The dynamics can be formally addressed through models involving

di¤erential equations (in continuous time) or di¤erence equations (in discrete time). These

equations re�ect the kind of relations one expects to exist between economic variables;

most of the times these are not just ad-hoc relations but the outcome of the optimizing

behavior of rational agents.

If the referred relations take a nonlinear form, the dynamic process characterizing the

evolution in time of the assumed variables may depart from the trivial results of pure

convergence to a �xed-point steady-state (stability) or pure divergence from such point

(instability). Cycles of any periodicity or even completely a-periodic motion might arise;

in this case, we will be in the presence of bounded instability or endogenous volatility:

there will be a perpetual �uctuation around the steady-state point without ever occurring
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a complete convergence or a complete divergence relatively to that point.

As referred in the introduction, the discovery of �uctuations determined by the type

of connection between variables has signi�cant impact over the way we understand the

evolution of �nancial and economic time series - irregular behavior is not necessarily syn-

onymous of stochastic behavior and we can �nd some type of predictability in a series

with apparent erratic behavior.

In this section, we address the most signi�cant notions and results on deterministic

nonlinear dynamics. Our intention is not to be thorough in the presentation of the theory

but rather to highlight the most important tools and intuition at this level. A more detailed

presentation of concepts and mechanisms can be found in Medio and Lines (2001), Lines

(2005), Barnett et al. (2006), Gomes (2006) and Grandmont (2008).

Our starting point is a di¤erence equation de�ned in some m dimension (we shall

proceed the presentation assuming that time is discrete):

Xt+1 = G(Xt); X0 given.

Function G is a map from an open subset U of Rm into Rm, i.e., G : U � Rm ! Rm, and
X is a vector with m variables xi, i = 1; 2; :::;m. The evolution of the set of variables x

in time will depend on the particular shape of function G.

If G is linear, only two outcomes are possible: the elements of X converge from X0

towards a �xed-pointX� or, alternatively, they will (at least some of them) diverge fromX0
relatively to X�. Let G(Xt) = A+BXt, with A a vector of parameters of lengthm and B a

m�m square matrix also of parameters. De�ning the steady-state, balanced growth path

or long-term equilibrium as the point in which the system remains atXt+1 = Xt := X�, the

system�s steady-state will beX� = (I�B)�1A with I am�m identity matrix. Transitional
dynamics (the behavior of the system from t = 0 to t ! 1) will be determined by the
properties of matrix B; more accurately, the dynamics will depend on the values assumed

by the m eigenvalues of the matrix. The number of eigenvalues for which j�ij < 1, i.e.

the number of eigenvalues inside the unit circle, determine the dimension of the stable

arm; the number of eigenvalues such that j�ij > 1, i.e. the number of eigenvalues that fall
outside the unit circle, correspond to the unstable dimension of the system. For instance,

a three dimensional system with two eigenvalues lower than 1 in absolute value has a

stability dimension of order 2.

In contrast, when nonlinearities are present, we will possibly encounter long-term out-

comes that di¤er from the simple convergence or divergence behavior. A nonlinear system

can be linearized in the vicinity of the steady-state and addressed as explained above.

Such a procedure may be helpful in order to understand what occurs in a local perspec-

tive, i.e. when the initial locus of the system is located nearby the long-term �xed-point

result. However, such an approach may hide global dynamics involving much more so-

phisticated intertemporal behavior. Typically, the local analysis of a nonlinear system

is able to separate a region of stability, in the space of the system�s parameters, from a
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region of divergence relatively to the �xed-point. The frontier between these two regions

is a bifurcation line. The consequences of passing through this bifurcation line become

clear once we look at global dynamics: as we abandon the stability area, the bifurcation

may trigger the formation of low-periodicity cycles, that may degenerate in more complex

long-run outcomes before plain instability sets in. This eventual process of formation of

irregular cyclical behavior is the outcome of varying the values of the key parameters of

the model.

In a systematic form, we present quick and straightforward de�nitions of the several

types of long-term outcomes we can �nd when analyzing nonlinear maps (i.e., nonlinear

systems in discrete time):

1. Fixed-point: X� is a �xed-point of X if X� = G(X�);

2. Cycle of n-order periodicity: X� is a periodic-point of order n of X if there is a

constant n = 2; 3; ::: such that X� = G(n)(X�), where G(n)(X) represents the nth

iterate of X;

3. A-periodicity: long-term dynamic outcome of a system for which it is not possible

to identify the existence of a �xed-point or of a cycle of a de�ned periodicity;

4. Chaos: particular form of a-periodicity, which can be de�ned through the Li and

York (1975) theorem - a continuous system Xt+1 = G(Xt) exhibits chaos if it is

possible to identify a periodic point of a period that is not a power of 2.

Some examples are trivial in this literature. The most frequently addressed are the

logistic map and the tent map. They are both de�ned in one dimension and are good

examples of how one evolves from stability to chaos by varying some parameter�s value.

Their analytical representations are as follows:

� Logistic map:
xt+1 = axt(1� xt); x0 given; a > 1

� Tent map:

xt+1 =

(
(1=b)xt, 0 � xt � b

(1=b)(1� xt), b < xt � 1
; x0 given; b 2 (0; 1)

Figures 1 and 2 present, for each one of the maps, the corresponding long-term trajec-

tories for values of parameters in which the chaotic zone is reached; �gure 1 also includes

a panel with the bifurcation diagram of the logistic map. The trajectories show that the

variables evolve around the corresponding �xed-points, but they will never stabilize in

order to rest forever in that speci�c point. Such behavior is just the result of the shape

of the considered nonlinear relation. In the second case, the tent map, we realize that a

discontinuity is a possible cause of bounded instability in deterministic dynamics.
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Fig.1 - Logistic map: bifurcation diagram and long-term time series

Fig.2 - Tent map: long-term time series
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There are several ways in which we can de�ne nonlinear results and particularly chaos.

The developments in nonlinear dynamic theory along the past few decades have allowed to

develop important tools to measure chaos in theoretical and empirical terms. It is not the

purpose of this paper to deal with these in further detail, but we should stress again the

relevance of encountering nonlinear deterministic processes that look random. The prop-

erty of SDIC implies that, although deterministic, a chaotic system positioned at slightly

di¤erent states will rapidly evolve towards dramatically di¤erent trajectories, which turn

forecasting di¢ cult but not impossible. Knowing with accuracy the underlying dynamic

process associated with some �nancial or economic relation and accurately perceiving, as

well, the state the system is in, at a precise moment, may allow, at least in the short-run,

to predict part of the observed time series volatility.

3 MAKING SENSE OF THEORETICAL NONLINEARI-

TIES

The usefulness of nonlinear dynamic models in addressing �nancial and economic phenom-

ena was made clear in the previous sections. Interpreting all observed volatility as �noise�

or �unexplainable shocks�is a recognition of the incapacity of the researcher in explaining

one of the two components of any time series: although the forces shaping long-run trends

are relatively easy to address, �uctuations around such trends are typically associated with

random events that no theory should ever dare to approach if one wants to keep scienti�c

knowledge as an objective and non-speculative entity.

Although tests exist to measure the possible presence of chaos in observable time series,

the results so far are far from conclusive. Tests on chaos for stock prices, interest rates or

exchange rates [Barnett and Chen (1988), Serletis and Gogas (1997)] point to a possible

a¢ rmative answer, but even if we agree that observed �uctuations are chaotic more than

they are random, we will have to face a second challenge: to discern where can we �nd the

source of deterministic �uctuations, i.e., what kind of nonlinear relation e¤ectively exists

in order to generate such type of volatility. This is the main question we place in this

section �if chaos explains at least partially observed �uctuations, how should we look at

economic relations in order to explain the existence of this phenomenon?

The raised question should be approached taking into account the strength of the

evidence on chaos, but also under the more philosophical notion, that Ruelle (1994) em-

phasizes, that �noise� is only �noise�as long as we are unable to �nd some relation that

explains it and, thus, a full understanding of how the world works could hypothetically

give us a model where all volatility could be endogenously explained.

One of the most in�uential models in economics and �nance involving an interpreta-

tion for deterministic randomness is the heterogeneous beliefs model of Brock and Hommes

(1997, 1998). In this model, two types of agents are considered: fundamentalists, who are

well informed agents that formulate rational expectations, and chartists or trend followers,
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who rely on past information in order to predict future values. These two types of agents

will exist both in �nancial markets and in commodity markets, and the relevant expecta-

tions are typically associated to asset prices or prices of goods and services. By combining

agents�heterogeneity with a mechanism of discrete choice and evolutionary selection, this

kind of framework is able to generate endogenous �uctuations and, therefore, to provide

an endogenous explanation for part of the observed volatility.

The mechanism of discrete choice, developed by McFadden (1973), is based on a con-

cept of bounded rationality. Under rational expectations, agents´ heterogeneity would not

persist; agents with expectations other than the ones involving the fundamental outcome

would be expelled from the market because they would be systematically wrong. This

notion, when applied to �nancial markets, is known as the e¢ cient market hypothesis

(EMH): only the fundamental outcome matters, because any expectations other than ra-

tional ones imply incurring in systematic mistakes and, thus, lead to an irrational behavior.

In this case, markets should be e¢ cient and past prices must not be used to predict future

prices. In other words, there is no place in an e¢ cient market for chartists or technical

traders; an e¢ cient market is a market of homogeneous and rational traders. A corollary

of this reasoning is that an e¢ cient market is also a market where all observed volatility

is necessarily exogenous.

Empirical results pointing to phenomena of excess volatility [Shiller (1981)] or to the

notion of volatility clustering, already referred in the introduction, indicate that markets

are not e¢ cient, rationality may be bounded and technical traders that extrapolate future

outcomes from past performance are able to remain on the market without incurring in

systematic losses. While fundamentalists believe that prices return to their fundamental

value (the discounted sum of future dividends, in the case of asset prices), technical traders

exploit particular episodes of more or less strong market activity. This second type of

traders works as a destabilizing force, while fundamentalists have the role of stabilizing

the market. It is the interplay between these two types of agents that gives rise, at least

partially, to the kind of bounded instability price dynamics one observes in practice.

The popularity of the Brock-Hommes framework relates to its capacity of o¤ering a

simple but convincing explanation for observed market volatility. This interpretation is

associated to the idea that price movements are driven by endogenous laws of motion which

can be discovered only if we relax the notion of market e¢ ciency. Heterogeneity of beliefs

and bounded rationality (supported on a mechanism of gradual evolutionary selection)

seem to be the required ingredients to build a mechanism that is able to support the

stylized facts of �nancial series: excess volatility, volatility clustering, speculative bubbles,

crashes and fat tails for the distribution of returns.

In the last few years, the Brock-Hommes framework has been extended in several

directions. Some are relatively straightforward, as the work developed by Brock et al.

(2005), who generalize the original framework to include many trader types; in this case,

the authors introduce the notion of large type limit in order to show that independently

of the degree of heterogeneity, an adaptive evolutionary system is capable of generating
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endogenous volatility. Boswijk et al. (2007) resort to the same kind of setting of heteroge-

neous agents that are boundedly rational; again, the evolutionary selection mechanism is

considered and the emphasis is placed on the incentives to change strategy �relative past

pro�ts determine investment decisions. Gaunersdorfer et al. (2008) address, as well, the

fundamentalist-chartist setup in �nancial markets; the technical analysis of bifurcations

in this paper allows adding some important insights concerning the issue of volatility clus-

tering. Other studies on complex evolutionary systems involving competing boundedly

rational trading strategies in �nancial markets include Manzan and Westerho¤ (2007) and

Dieci and Westerho¤ (2010), who extend the benchmark framework to the foreign ex-

change market or, more precisely, to the interaction of stock markets of di¤erent countries

through the exchange rate market. Many other studies follow the referred approach to

address price �uctuations.

The presence of chaos in the mentioned type of model is particularly relevant, as

highlighted by Wieland and Westerho¤ (2005), because if �uctuations are, even partially,

chaotic, then chaos control methods can be applied by central authorities in order to reduce

observed volatility. Chaos control may be a fundamental tool in order to solve problems

of excess volatility in the markets.

Hommes et al. (2005, 2008) conduct laboratory experiments to test the empirical

plausibility of the fundamentalist-chartist framework. Markets are simulated from a pre-

de�ned adaptive evolutionary system and results seem to concur with what theory pre-

dicts and with what reality shows: bubbles emerge endogenously and, thus, the advanced

explanation can be accepted as successful in replicating the stylized facts of �nancial en-

vironments.

The fundamentalist-chartist approach to endogenous �uctuations has been applied also

outside the realm of �nancial markets. Branch and Evans (2007), Branch and McGough

(2009) and Lines and Westerho¤ (2010) apply the adaptive evolutionary setup to economic

relations and, in particular, to macro relations involving the time paths of output and

in�ation. Volatility clustering is also found in macroeconomic time series (namely, in

what concerns the �Great Moderation�of the 1980s, period in which in�ation and output

volatility has fallen dramatically). To explain this phenomenon, the cited authors build

frameworks where agents either use a sophisticated costly predictor or a simple cheap

predictor. Evolutionary competition concerning the performance of these two predictors

will, also in this case, determine a scenario of deterministic long-term cycles, in which

there will be a systematic change on the shares of agents that choose to remain with one

rule or switch to the other rule. Economic time series are also exposed to changes in the

intensity of volatility and the same setup used for the �nancial analysis can have here a

decisive role in order to encounter a reasonable explanation for observed behavior.

A brief inspection of the economic literature allows to �nd many other sources of

endogenous volatility that help explaining relevant stylized facts. Some recent examples

include: Chen et al. (2008), who apply di¤erent types of expectations (perfect foresight,

myopic expectations and adaptive expectations) to an overlapping generations model;
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they conclude that dynamics are simple under perfect foresight, but myopic and adaptive

expectations may induce cycles and chaotic motion. In Fanti and Manfredi (2007), a

standard neoclassical labor market is studied; in this case, cycles and chaos are the result

of a setting where consumption and leisure are considered su¢ ciently low substitutes.

In Hallegatte et al. (2008), a growth model under the absence of market clearing

is explored; the authors call it non-equilibrium dynamic model (NEDyM). The NEDyM

might generate endogenous business cycles under peculiar conditions. These conditions

involve two types of inertia: delays in the mutual adjustment between production and

demand and a delayed dependence of investment on past pro�ts. Thus, part of the observed

volatility associated to business cycles can, in this perspective, be associated with these

two inertia e¤ects. Chaotic motion is also found and explored by Sushko et al. (2010)

in a growth setting where investment decisions are central: investment will be delimited

from above and from below given capacity limits and capital depreciation, respectively.

The ceiling and the �oor are ingredients that are likely to generate cycles and chaos

for reasonable combinations of parameter values. Many other studies, involving di¤erent

types of explanations explore endogenous �uctuations in macroeconomic environments.

Just to give two additional references, we cite the work of Yokoo and Ishida (2008),

who �nd an explanation for endogenous business cycles on de�ciencies on the access to

and interpretation of relevant information (what they call misperceptions), and Kikuchi

and Stachurski (2009), who study international growth and attribute �uctuations to the

interaction through credit markets when countries have asymmetric economic conditions.

4 AN ILLUSTRATION: INFLATION DYNAMICS

In this section, we present our own illustration on how endogenous volatility might arise

once we take some acceptable changes over a benchmark macroeconomic model.

We follow Mankiw and Reis (2002) and consider a monopolistically competitive market

environment, where �rms want to set an optimal or desired price, that is obtained by taking

a trivial pro�t maximization problem. We de�ne the desired price as p�t ; the aggregate

price level is given by pt and yt represents the output gap (the relation between e¤ective

and potential output). All these variables are expressed in logarithms of the corresponding

original values. The �rms�optimization problem leads to the desired price

p�t = pt + �yt (1)

with � 2 (0; 1) a measure of real rigidities (this parameter translates the degree of substi-
tutability between di¤erent varieties of the assumed good; � = 0 brings us back to perfect

competition). The equation states that the price �rms intend to set at some period t will

be larger than the observed price level in periods of expansion (yt > 0) and smaller than

the observed price level in periods of recession (yt < 0).

We will assume that a share � of �rms collects information on the state of the economy
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at the current period, while the remaining share 1�� resorts to old information, obtained
one period in the past. Thus, the observed price level will be

pt = �p
0
t + (1� �)p1t (2)

with p0t = p
�
t and p

1
t = Et�1(p

�
t ). We also assume that if expectations are formed at t� 1,

�rms will perceive the current period as the long-run steady-state and the expectation

will correspond to the observed desired price at t � 1 plus the rate of growth to t; as it
will become clear at a later stage, the growth rate of the output gap will be zero in the

steady-state and in�ation will grow at some rate �� that we will be able to present in

explicit form. The expectation is, then, Et�1(p�t ) = pt�1 + �
� + �yt�1.

We de�ne the in�ation rate as �t := pt� pt�1. Putting together the previous informa-
tion, we arrive to a supply side relation or Phillips curve that establishes a link between

the output gap and the in�ation rate:

�t =
��

1� �yt + �yt�1 + �
� (3)

On the demand side of the economy, we will have to take a trivial utility maximization

problem. We also consider information stickiness on the part of households. As for �rms,

stickiness will translate on a share � of consumers that set their consumption plans at t

and a share 1� � that has updated their information set at t� 1. Thus,

ct = �ct;0 + (1� �)ct;1 (4)

Variable ct represents the logarithm of aggregate consumption and ct;0, ct;1 are, respec-

tively, the consumption levels (in logs) of each one of the two types of assumed households.

According to Mankiw and Reis (2006), ct;j = ��Et�j(Rt), j = 0; 1, with � > 0 the in-

tertemporal elasticity of substitution of consumption and Rt = Et

� 1P
i=0
rt+i

�
the long real

interest rate. If the real interest rate, rt, is expected to converge to its long-run value, which

is zero, at a rate a 2 (0; 1), then, we can simplify the expression: Rt =
1P
i=0
(1�a)irt = 1

art.

Assuming market clearing, i.e., yt = ct, expression (4) will be equivalent to:

yt = �
�

a
[�rt + (1� �)rt�1] (5)

Equation (5) can be further rearranged by taking the Fisher equation, it = rt +

Et(�t+1), where it stands for the nominal interest rate. We must consider as well a

monetary policy rule; here, the assumption is that the central bank reacts to deviations of

the expected in�ation rate relatively to a target value �, when setting the nominal interest

rate,

it = � [Et(�t+1)� �] (6)

The monetary policy is considered active, in the sense that the monetary authority re-
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sponds aggressively to changes on the in�ation rate, that is, � > 1.

Assuming households exhibit perfect foresight when predicting future in�ation, the

demand side equation takes the form,

yt = �
�(�� 1)

a
[��t+1 + (1� �)�t � ��] (7)

The behavior of this economy is fully described by the supply and demand relations

(3) and (7). Combining the two, we can suppress the output-gap from the analysis and

arrive to a system that explains the evolution of the in�ation rate in time. This system is:(
�t+1 = �

h
a(1��)

��2�(��1) +
2(1��)
�

i
(�t � ��)�

�
1��
�

�2
(zt � ��) + ��

zt+1 = �t
(8)

with �� = �
��1� the steady-state in�ation level. Note that the steady-state in�ation rate

is larger than the target that is set by the central bank; this is the result of considering a

non-optimal monetary policy rule.

The dynamics of system (8) can be addressed under a local perspective, i.e., in the

vicinity of the steady-state and under a global analysis. The �rst typically allows for

separating regions of stability and instability; the global analysis con�rms the location of

the stability area and allows to perceive if the region of instability involves some kind of

cyclical motion.

To address the model�s dynamics, we consider an additional assumption: we assume

that � is not constant; this degree of attentiveness will respond to the in�ation observed

in the previous period, i.e., � = �(zt). The idea is that agents will be more attentive

if they have previously observed a larger in�ation level; low levels of in�ation would not

require such an attentive behavior. Thus, � will be an increasing function of zt. If we

de�ne a �oor � 2 (0; 1) that corresponds to the lowest possible level of attention of �rms
and households and an attentiveness share �0 2 (�; 1) such that �0 = �(0), the function
that translates the behavior of the degree of attentiveness will be something as presented

in �gure 3, where large levels of past in�ation imply full attentiveness (i.e., all agents will

be attentive to relevant news); in other words, as zt ! +1, � converges asymptotically
to 1.
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zt

λ(zt)

1

Fig.3 - �(zt) function

The function in �gure 3 can be analytically represented in the following form:1

�(zt) =
1 + �

2
� 1� �

�
arctan

�
tan

�
�

2

1 + �� 2�0
1� �

�
� zt

�
(9)

Local dynamics are similar with a constant and with an increasing degree of attentive-

ness. The linearized system is:"
�t+1 � ��

zt+1 � ��

#
=

24 � h a(1���)
���2�(��1) +

2(1���)
��

i
�
�
1���
��

�2
1 0

35" �t � ��
zt � ��

#
(10)

with �� the steady-state level of �(zt). Applying stability conditions 1 � Det(J) > 0;

1� Tr(J) +Det(J) > 0 and 1 + Tr(J) +Det(J) > 0, with J the Jacobian matrix of the
above system, we conclude that only the second condition is universally satis�ed. The

�rst and the third conditions imply the following inequalities, respectively,

�� > 1=2; � > 1 +
a(1� ��)

�� [1� 4��(1� ��)]

That is, stability requires a relatively high degree of attentiveness and, simultaneously, a

relatively aggressive monetary policy.

Through a global dynamic analysis we can con�rm that the region of stability is

bounded according to the found inequalities and that endogenous volatility exists for

speci�c combinations of parameter values. Take the following set of reasonable values:

a = 0:01, � = 0:1, � = 1, � = 0:1, � = 0:02 and � = 1:5. Figure 4 presents a bifurcation

diagram that allows to perceive that di¤erent values of �0 generate qualitatively di¤erent

outcomes in terms of dynamics. Chaotic motion exists for speci�c values of the referred

parameter; for instance, for �0 = 0:538 there is chaos, as one observes by looking at the

strange attractor in �gure 5 and to the long-run time series of in�ation in �gure 6.

1Note that the � in the expression is not the in�ation rate but the value 3:14159:::
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Fig.4 - Bifurcation diagram (�t;�0)

Fig.5 - Chaotic attractor (�t; zt); �0 = 0:538
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Fig.6 - Long-term time trajectory of �t; �0 = 0:538

The above illustration shows how a conventional benchmark macroeconomic model,

that takes as structural elements a Phillips curve and an aggregate demand equation, can

be slightly modi�ed in order to provide for the existence of endogenous volatility: in this

case, the volatility is simply the result of how one approaches attentiveness relatively to

the relevant information.

5 CONCLUSION

Time series of economic and �nancial variables display volatility and this volatility presents

features that indicate that �uctuations do not correspond to pure noise. Being able to

identify the reasons why volatility assumes some speci�c patterns may be helpful in un-

derstanding aggregate phenomena. A popular interpretation, namely in �nance, considers

a setting of heterogeneous boundedly rational agents. The interaction between fundamen-

talists and chartists in an evolutionary setting tends to generate endogenous �uctuations.

Many other candidates to justify deterministic volatility exist, as discussed in the paper.

We have presented our own illustration, where varying degrees of attentiveness trig-

ger the formation of endogenous cycles for the in�ation rate (and also for the output

gap, because these two variables are correlated). The main lesson we withdraw is that

endogenous volatility is a frequently obtainable result in any dynamic system involving

nonlinearities. If we have the possibility of translating complex observable phenomena

into nonlinear mathematical relations, we might be able to �nd convincing explanations

on why observed �uctuations are not completely stochastic.
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